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Preamble

 Topic brief: 

• ‘Economics and policy of climate change adaptation, 

applied to issues relevant in Australia’

 Phase one

• Scoping with people in the know

 Phase two:

• Going solo in the trenches 



Research question

To explore the meaning of climate change adaptation 

(CCA) as articulated by:

1. The Literature

2. By a selected government programme

• [Local Adaptation Pathways Program/Climate Change 

Action Pack/National Water Initiative]

3. By implementers



What does this do?

1. Explores relationship between CCA theory and 

practice

2. Critical evaluation – who took/did not take policy 

incentives up and why

3. Other important things...



Candidate Gov. Programme 1

Local Adaptation Pathways Program (LAPP)
• ‘The Australian Government is providing funding to help councils 

undertake climate change risk assessments and develop action plans to 

prepare for the likely local impacts of climate change’. 

Two funding rounds

• Round one
< 60 local governments, funding for  33 projects [1.5 million]

 Coastal & urban areas

• Round two
30 local governments, funding for  7 projects [$874,000]

 Rural remote areas – to complement and build on round one.

Guided by three Fed docs:
 AGO&DEH 2006 Climate Change Impacts & Risk Management: A 

Guide for Business and Government 

 Climate Change Adaptation Actions for Local Government 

 Local Government Climate Change Adaptation Toolkit 
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Method

Case study approach – two regions

Comparative analysis of either:

 Funded councils/projects

 Successful vs unsuccessful/didn’t apply

• Who took up these incentives and why

• Who didn’t and why

Field methods
• Interviews

• Application of evaluation criteria – does one exist?



Drilling down into the LAPP

 CC characterised as:

• ‘Climate will not be what is was’

• ‘Climate change will be pervasive and be felt in some 

way by every person’

• ‘Climate change might be gradual or abrupt’

 Technical specs.
• Temperature will increase 

• Inland be hotter than coastal

• Greater warming in spring and summer than winter

• Rainfall to decrease in SE or NW Australia, increase in NW

• Drier all-round

• More extremes of everything



Mapping climate change and risk



From CC to impact



Characterising risk

 Identify what activities or assets are sensitive to CC

 Judge whether CC is a significant risk to these 

assets and activities relative to other sources of 

risk. 

 Risk = combination of likelihood and the 

consequence of an occurrence.

 Assessment involves qualitative as well as 

quantitative assessment.



Risk assessment



Risk assessment 2



Scales of consequence



Scales of consequence

..environmental amenity, 

environmental damage…



Ranking risk



Risk treatment



Risk assessment – some first cut 

comments
 Goals 

• Suggested categories are financial economic matters, 

outputs, service or product delivery

 Stakeholders 

• ‘Who’s views need to be taken into account 

• Who can contribute to the analysis

• Who needs to know its outcomes

 Key elements

• Good stuff here

 CC scenarios

• Scenarios as plausible futures

• Ranking likelihood – some more likely to occur than 

others









Risk assessment – some first cut 

comments 2

 More on stakeholders…

• ‘SHs are individuals, groups or organisations whom it 

is useful to take into account to achieve a successful 

outcome for your organisation’.

 Choice of team players for workshop

• Climate change expert

• Organisational owner of important functions or assets

• Has authority to act on or sanction action on treatment 

requirements

• Personnel administrator – smooth operation



Risk treatment – some rules of 

the game

 Don’t over or under-adapt

 Address high priorities first

 Use adaptive management

 Look for win-win or no regrets

 Avoid adaptation constraining decisions

 Review and monitor



Styles of engagement.....

Gardner, J, Dowd, A-M., Mason, C. and Ashworth, P. (2009). A 

framework for stakeholder engagement on climate 

adaptation. CSIRO Climate Adaptation Flagship Working 

paper No.3.

Engagement processes -

 ‘Address scepticism: Engage intensively with influential 

members of the community to combat scepticism regarding 

climate change. Recognise there is little probability that 

entrenched scepticism can be reversed, however it is 

important to provide messages that directly address the 

claims and arguments of sceptical individuals. Discussing 

the nature of scientific investigation, and discussing 

previous examples of both scepticism and overreaction 

brought about by past scientific work may be helpful ‘.



Styles of engagement 2...

 and further…

• ‘CC and CCA have some features that make 

engagement… particularly problematic. These features 

include the presence of misinformation and scepticism 

about climate change, people’s typical reactions to 

uncertainty, and variations in the capacity for long-term 

planning, as well as other issues’. 



Where now

 Contact Department of Climate Change, NSW 

association of Councils, NSW DCC

 Contact local councils…

 …

 Case studies….where?


